Evaluating and analyzing the performance of a parallel application on an architecture to explain the disparity between projected and delivered performance is an important aspect of parallel systems research. However, conducting such a study is hard due to the vast design space of these systems. In this paper, we study two important aspects related to the performance of parallel applications on shared memory parallel architectures. First, we quantify the overheads observed during the execution of these applications on three di erent simulated architectures. We next use these results to synthesize the bandwidth requirements for the applications with respect to di erent network topologies. This study is performed using an execution-driven simulation tool called SPASM, which provides a way of isolating and quantifying the di erent parallel system overheads in a non-intrusive manner. The rst exercise shows that in shared memory machines with private caches, as long as the applications are well-structured to exploit locality, the key determinant that impacts performance is network contention. The second exercise quanti es the network bandwidth needed to minimize the e ect of network contention. Speci cally, it is shown that for the applications considered, as long as the problem sizes are increased commensurate with the system size, current network technologies supporting 200-300 MBytes/sec link bandwidth are su cient to keep the network overheads (such as latency and contention) within acceptable bounds.
I. Introduction
Parallel computing is being used increasingly in a variety of domains including scienti c, technical, and interactive applications. It is important to structure applications such that they exploit the full computational capacity of parallel machines. By the same token, the architecture of parallel machines should address the computational and communication demands of the applications. This suggests that the design of applications and architectures are complementary processes. For this process, we need enabling tools and studies to analyze the parallel system 1 overheads that come into play when an application is implemented on a parallel architecture. The synchronization and communication that are inherent in implementing an application on a parallel architecture manifest themselves as di erent types of overheads during the execution of the application. First, there may be algorithmic bottlenecks causing overheads that would be incurred regardless of the underlying architecture. Further, there may be architectural overheads due to the memory hierarchy, synchronization primitives, and the interconnection network. It is important to understand how and to what extent each of these overheads contribute towards the overall execution time of the application. Higher algorithmic overheads would give a cue to the programmer to design alternate algorithms/implementations. From the architectural side, nding out the overheads due to each hardware component would help the system architect derive alternate architectural mechanisms in a cost-e ective manner.
In this paper, we undertake a study that quanti es the algorithmic and network overheads for a set of applications on three simulated shared memory parallel architectures. We use the results of this study to synthesize the bandwidth requirements for these applications with respect to di erent network topologies.
To perform the study, we use an execution-driven simulator called SPASM (Simulator for Parallel Architectural Scalability Measurements) that allows performance evaluation of an application on a range of hardware platforms. SPASM provides detailed statistics about the application execution to help quantify the di erent parallel system overheads. SPASM can be used to study any aspect of a parallel system such as the memory hierarchy, synchronization primitives, and interconnection network. In this study, we focus on topology and bandwidth, two important attributes of the interconnection network, to quantify the network overheads. These two attributes contribute towards the latency and 1 We use the term, parallel system, to denote an application-architecture combination.
contention that is experienced by the applications. This paper makes the following three contributions:
We rst present the design and implementation of an execution-driven simulator that allows studying any aspect of a parallel system. In particular, we show its use in quantifying the algorithmic and network related overheads for a set of applications on three shared memory parallel architectures. Further, we use the measured overheads to discuss the growth of these overheads for larger problem sizes and larger con gurations of these architectures. It is shown that in shared memory machines with private caches, as long as the applications are well-structured to exploit locality, the key determinant that impacts performance is network contention. We synthesize the bandwidth requirements for the applications on the binary hypercube network topology, and use them to project similar requirements for other topologies. In particular, it is shown that for the applications considered, as long as the problem sizes are increased commensurate with the system size, current network technologies supporting 200-300 MBytes/sec link bandwidth are su cient to keep the network overheads (such as latency and contention) within acceptable bounds. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We rst discuss metrics that would be desirable for a detailed understanding of the performance of parallel systems in Section II, and review related work in Section III. We next describe the SPASM simulator and its capability in providing these metrics in Section IV. The details of the experimental platform (simulated hardware and applications) are also given in this section. Section V quanti es the overheads for the set of applications using SPASM. Section VI synthesizes the network bandwidth requirements using SPASM. Finally, Section VII summarizes the contributions of this paper.
II. Performance Metrics
Metrics which capture processor characteristics in terms of the clock speed (MHz), the instruction execution speed (MIPS), the oating point performance (MFLOPS), and the execution time for standard benchmarks have been widely used in modeling uniprocessor performance. However, in a parallel system, the hardware speci cation (processor, memory hierarchy, and interconnection network) may never be a true indicator of the performance delivered by the system. This is due to overheads arising from complex interactions between application characteristics and architectural features. These overheads often result in a signi cant disparity between available 2 and delivered 3 performance in a parallel system. Metrics for parallel system performance evaluation should quantify this gap between available and delivered compute power since understanding the application and architectural bottlenecks is crucial for application restructuring and architectural enhancements. Many performance metrics 1], 2], 3], 4], 5], 6] have been proposed to quantify the match between application and architecture in a parallel system. While these metrics are useful for tracking overall performance trends, they provide little additional information about where performance is lost. Some of these metrics 4], 5], 6] attempt to identify the cause (the application or the architecture) of the problem when the parallel system does not perform as expected. Once the problem is identi ed, it is essential to nd the individual application and architectural artifacts that lead to these bottlenecks and quantify their relative contribution towards limiting the overall performance of the system. Traditional metrics 4], 5], 6] do not help further in this regard. Let us assume that we are tracking performance as a function of some system parameter as shown in Figure 1 . For instance, the number of processors can be the system parameter (x-axis) and speedup can be the performance metric (y-axis). If the application execution is limited by only the available processing power, then we would get a speedup that increases linearly with an increase in the number of processors (curve labeled \available" in Figure 1 ). However, there are usually many overheads in a parallel system that a ect its performance resulting in a speedup curve (labeled \delivered" in Figure   2 We de ne available performance as the product of the number of nodes and the peak processing rate per node in a parallel machine. 1) that grows much slower. The disparity between the \available" and \delivered" curves is due to growth of overheads in the system. Parallel system overheads may be broadly classi ed into a purely algorithmic component (algorithmic overhead), a component arising from the interaction of the application with the system software (software interaction overhead), and a component arising from the interaction of the application with the hardware (hardware interaction overhead). Algorithmic overheads arise from the inherent serial part in the application, the work-imbalance between the executing threads of control, any redundant computation that may be performed, and additional work introduced by the parallelization. The achievable performance of an application even on an ideal machine such as the PRAM 7] would be lower than the \available" curve as depicted by the \achievable" curve in Figure 1 due to algorithmic overheads. The implementation of the application on an actual machine would result in further slowdown due to software and hardware interaction overheads. Software interaction overheads such as overheads for scheduling, message-passing, and software synchronization arise due to the interaction of the application with the system software. Hardware slowdown due to network latency (the transmission time for a message in the network), network contention (the amount of time spent in the network waiting for availability of network resources), synchronization and cache coherence actions, contribute to the hardware interaction overhead. To fully understand the performance of a parallel system, it is important to isolate and quantify the impact of each of these components on the overall execution as shown in Figure 1 . We have proposed a concept of overhead functions 8], 9] to capture the growth of particular system overheads with respect to speci c system parameters. Crovella and LeBlanc 10] propose a similar set of metrics called Lost Cycles. Both these metrics quantify the contribution of each overhead towards the overall execution time. The studies di er in the techniques used to quantify these metrics. Crovella Performance measurement by experimentation, analytical modeling and simulation are three wellknown techniques that can be used for quantifying parallel system overheads. Experimentation involves implementing the application on the actual hardware and measuring its performance. Analytical models abstract hardware and application details in a parallel system and capture complex system features by simple mathematical formulae. These formulae are usually parameterized by a limited number of degrees of freedom so that the analysis is kept tractable. Simulation is a valuable technique which exploits computer resources to model and imitate the behavior of a real system in a controlled manner. Each technique has its own limitations. The amount of statistics that can be gleaned by experimentation is limited by the monitoring/instrumentation support provided by the underlying system. Additional instrumentation can sometimes perturb the evaluation. Further, experimentation may not permit the variation of certain system parameters, which is a necessity for the study outlined here. Analytical models are often criticized for the unrealism and simplifying assumptions made in expressing the complex interaction between the application and the architecture. Simulation of realistic computer systems demand considerable resources in terms of space and time. A related survey 20] compares the pros and cons of these techniques in terms of the amount of statistics that can be collected from the evaluation, the accuracy of the results, and the cost in terms of computer and human resources expended in the evaluation. It has been shown 20], 21] that execution-driven simulation of parallel applications is invaluable for obtaining detailed and accurate statistics required to quantify parallel system overheads, and is the technique of choice in this paper.
Simulation tools have been successfully used to study speci c parallel 33] , the bulk of the instructions in the parallel program is executed at the speed of the native processor (SPARC in our studies) and only instructions such as LOADs/STOREs on a shared memory platform, and SENDs/RECEIVEs on a message passing platform, that may potentially involve a network access are simulated. On a message passing system, the calls (SENDs/RECEIVEs) which trap to the simulator are inserted into the application program explicitly by the programmer. On a shared memory system, a pre-processor inserts code into the application program to trap to the simulator on a shared memory reference. On both systems, the compiled assembly code is augmented with cycle counting instructions which is used to keep track of the time spent in the application program since the last trap to the simulator. At the trapped instruction, SPASM reconciles the simulated time for the processor issuing the instruction since the last trap using the cycle counts. This technique has been popular in other execution-driven simulators 29 35] , memory consistency models and cache coherence protocols 37]. We con ne ourselves to the shared memory platform in this paper and we present the details of SPASM relevant to this platform.
A. Statistics
Each simulated processor in SPASM passes through a set of system-de ned and user-de ned modes while executing a shared memory parallel program. Detailed statistics are collected by SPASM for each processor individually for each of these modes and the results are presented for a representative processor speci ed by the user. These statistics are used to compute the overhead functions. The system-de ned modes provided by SPASM are:
BARRIER computation time: This is the time taken to execute on an ideal machine such as the PRAM 7] . latency: Accesses to variables in a shared memory system may involve the network, and the physical limitations of the network tend to contribute to overheads in the execution. The latency overhead is de ned as the total amount of time spent by a processor waiting for messages due to the transmission time on the links and the switching overhead in the network assuming that the messages did not have to contend for any link. contention: The contention overhead is the total amount of time incurred by a processor due to the time spent waiting for availability of network resources by its messages. It is worthwhile to mention that SPASM provides statistics for both the latency and contention incurred by a message as well as the latency and contention that a processor may choose to see. Even though a message may incur a certain latency and contention, a processor may choose to hide all or part of it by overlapping computation with communication. Such a scenario may arise with a non-blocking message operation where the processor is not stalled during message transfer. SPASM also provides statistical information about the network. It gives the utilization of each link in the network and the average queue lengths of messages at any particular link. This information can be useful for identifying network bottlenecks and comparing relative merits of di erent networks and their capabilities.
Since the focus of this study is primarily on hardware interaction overheads, particularly the communication overhead, we do not address software interaction overheads such as scheduling 4 in this paper. However, the modularity in the implementation of SPASM makes it easy to investigate these other overheads as is illustrated in a related study 8] where we use it to model software message passing overheads.
The total time (simulated time) for a given application is the maximum of the execution times of the individual parallel processors. This is the time that would be taken by an execution of the parallel program on the target machine. The execution time for a processor is the sum of its execution times over all the modes. And the execution time for a processor in any particular mode is the sum of the computation time, latency and contention overheads. Speedup using p processors is measured as the ratio of the total time on 1 processor to the total time on p processors (\delivered" curve in Figure 1 ).
Ideal time is the total time taken by a parallel program to execute on an ideal machine such as the PRAM. It includes the algorithmic overhead but does not include the interaction overhead. SPASM simulates an ideal machine to provide this metric and the resulting speedup gives the \achievable" curve shown in Figure 1 . As we mentioned earlier, the di erence between the ideal time and the execution time corresponding to the \available" speedup curve gives the algorithmic overhead, and the di erence between the total time and the ideal time gives the interaction overhead (see Figure 1) .
The computation time, latency and contention overheads capture interesting facets in each mode of execution. Computation time in the NORMAL mode is the time spent in local computation which is a measure of the actual work in the application. The latency and contention overheads in the NORMAL mode re ect the network overheads for ordinary data accesses which is determined by the data access pattern of the application. For the BARRIER and PGM SYNC modes, the computation time is the time incurred by a processor waiting for one or more processors to arrive at the synchronization point as a consequence of the algorithmic work imbalance. The computation time in the MUTEX mode is the time spent waiting to acquire a lock and represents the serial part in an application arising due to critical sections. For the BARRIER and MUTEX modes, the computation time also includes the cost of implementing the synchronization primitive and other residual e ects due to latency and contention for prior accesses. In all three synchronization modes, the latency and contention overheads together represent the network overheads incurred in accessing synchronization variables. The metrics identi ed by SPASM thus quantify the interesting components of the algorithmic and interaction overheads.
B. Application and Hardware Characteristics
We have used a set of applications with diverse characteristics for this study. Three of the applications (EP, IS and CG) are from the NAS parallel benchmark suite 38]; CHOLESKY is from the SPLASH benchmark suite 39]; and FFT is the well-known Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. EP and FFT are well-structured applications with regular communication patterns determinable at compile-time, with the di erence that EP has a higher computation to communication ratio. IS (a bucket sort of integers) has a regular communication pattern also, but it uses locks, in addition, for mutual exclusion during certain phases of the execution. CG and CHOLESKY are di erent from the other applications in that their communication patterns are not regular (both use sparse matrices) and cannot be determined at compile time. While a certain number of rows of the matrix in CG is assigned to a processor at compile time (static scheduling), CHOLESKY uses a dynamically maintained queue of runnable tasks. Further details on these applications are given in 40].
We have used three Cache Coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (CC-NUMA) shared memory platforms. Each node in the simulated CC-NUMA hierarchy is assumed to have a su ciently large piece of the globally shared memory such that for the applications considered, the data-set assigned to each processor ts entirely in its portion of shared memory. The private cache modeled at each processing node is a 2-way set-associative cache (64 KBytes with 32 byte blocks) that is maintained sequentially consistent using an invalidation-based (Berkeley protocol) full-mapped directory-based cache coherence scheme. We use a SPARC chip as the baseline for xing the processor characteristics. For the interconnection network, we choose three di erent network topologies (a fully connected network, a binary hypercube and a 2-D mesh) from the connectivity spectrum. All three networks use serial (1-bit wide) unidirectional links but the bandwidth of these links can be varied. The fully connected network models two links (one in each direction) between every pair of processors in the system. The cube platform connects the processors in a binary hypercube topology and uses the e-cube algorithm 41] for routing messages. The 2-D mesh resembles the Intel Paragon system. Links in the North, South, East and West directions, enable a processor in the middle of the mesh to communicate with its four immediate neighbors. Processors at corners and along an edge have only two and three neighbors respectively. Equal number of rows and columns is assumed when the number of processors is an even power of 2. Otherwise, the number of columns is twice the number of rows (we restrict the number of processors to a power of 2). A wormhole routing strategy is employed and the message-size can vary upto 32 bytes (with an 8 byte header). The switching delay is assumed to be negligible compared to the transmission time and is ignored.
The parallel system parameters in this study (both hardware and application problem sizes) have been chosen such that they strike the right balance between computation and communication. With technological advances, so long as these parameters are scaled up retaining this balance, the results from this study (in terms of relative apportionment of overheads) will continue to apply. We rst validate the SPASM simulator by comparing the results that we get from SPASM to those obtained by implementing the applications on a KSR- 1 42] . Such a comparison is done at a \macro" level since KSR-1 does not o er assistance for measuring all the individual parallel system overheads that are obtainable from SPASM reported in 45], and are compared against a comparable model on SPASM. Figure 2 shows that our simulation model closely captures the scalability trends of EP (an application with negligible overheads), IS (an application with fairly high algorithmic and interaction overheads for a small problem size of 64K chosen in these experiments), and CG (an application with overheads lying between those for EP and IS). These gures re ect the general behavior observed over the chosen applications.
C. Validation
V. Quantifying Parallel System Overheads Having described the SPASM tool, we now illustrate its role in quantifying parallel system overheads for the application programmer and system architect. We quantify the parallel system overheads (as a function of the number of processors p) for the ve applications (EP, IS, FFT, CG and CHOLESKY) on the CC-NUMA hardware platform outlined in section IV-B with the fully connected, mesh and hypercube network topologies. We x the clocks of the processors in our simulated machine at 33 MHz and the bandwidth of the links in the network at 20 MBytes/sec. For the applications, we use a problem size of 64K for EP, IS and FFT, a sparse matrix of size 1400X1400 containing 100,300 non-zeroes for CG, and a 1806-by-1806 matrix with 30,824 non-zeros for CHOLESKY. We also brie y discuss the impact of larger problem sizes.
Figures 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) show the \delivered" speedup curves (see section II) for EP, IS, FFT, CG and CHOLESKY respectively on the three hardware platforms. If we were to simply run these applications on the actual hardware without any performance debugging tool, this is all the information that would be available to us. An application programmer or a system architect would be interested in nding out what causes the disparity between the \available" and \delivered" speedup (for IS and CHOLESKY at least where the disparity is signi cant). The detailed statistics provided by SPASM help us in this regard. SPASM shows that even the \achievable" (whose disparity from the \available" curve is purely due to algorithmic overheads) deviates signi cantly from the \available" curve for IS and CHOLESKY. Further, when we look at the deviation of the \delivered" curve from the \achievable" curve, there is negligible deviation for EP on the three hardware platforms; a marginal deviation for FFT and CG; and a signi cant deviation for IS and CHOLESKY. SPASM also helps us analyze these individual algorithmic and architectural components as is discussed below for IS, FFT, and CG. Details on the other applications can be found in 40]. For each application, we show the execution time, the latency, and the contention overhead graphs for the mesh platform since the interaction overhead is the maximum on this topology. In each of the graphs, we present these statistics for the individual modes of execution. We also present the latency overhead and contention overhead curves for the three network topologies. The latency incurred by a single message is relatively independent of the network topology due to the wormhole routing strategy used and the relatively small system con gurations. The number of messages in the NORMAL mode (i.e. due to ordinary data access) is determined by the memory reference pattern of the application as well as cache line replacements due to capacity misses. Discounting data dependent executions, the number of messages in the NORMAL mode is also expected to be independent of network topology. Due to the vagaries of the synchronization accesses, it is conceivable that the number of messages could di er across network platforms for the other modes. However, in our experiments we have not seen any signi cant deviation. As a result, the latency overhead curves for all the applications look alike across network platforms and we present only one latency curve. On the other hand, it is to be expected that the contention overhead will increase as the connectivity in the network decreases.
Simulation of large parallel systems is not feasible because of the tremendous resources that are needed. As a result, we have restricted our simulations to a maximum of 32 processors. To make projections for larger processor con gurations, we have taken the simulation results and performed a non-linear regression analysis using a multivariate secant method with a 95% con dence interval in the SAS 46] statistics package. Further, in many cases, we intentionally omitted one or two data points in tting the regression models, and then con rmed that the resulting model does indeed capture these left out points with a high degree of con dence. These regression models are individually presented for the computation time, the network latency and contention as a function of the number of processors.
IS
The isolation of parallel system overheads from the detailed statistics provided by SPASM shows that there is a signi cant algorithmic overhead in the application (the \achievable" curve in Figure 3 (b)). Regardless of the architecture, we cannot hope to get better performance than this achievable curve for the IS application. Parallelization of IS increases the total amount of work to be done across all processors because there is a phase in the execution where the work done by a processor does not decrease when p is decreased 40]. For small problem sizes (64K in this exercise), this inherent algorithmic overhead causes a signi cant deviation of the achievable curve from the available speedup curve. The capability of SPASM in providing statistics for di erent segments of program execution by identifying user-de ned modes helps in identifying where the algorithmic overhead is incurred. This information can provide useful hints to the programmer suggesting alternate implementations.
There is also a signi cant interaction overhead component for IS which may be analyzed by considering the di erent modes of execution. NORMAL and MUTEX are the only signi cant modes of execution (see Figure 4 (a) ) in IS. The latency and contention overheads incurred in the MUTEX mode for accessing lock variables is higher than the corresponding components in the NORMAL mode for accessing ordinary data (see Figures 4 (b) and (c) ). As a result, the total execution time in the MUTEX mode surpasses that in the NORMAL mode beyond 20 processors (Figure 4 (a) ), which also explains the dip in the speedup curve for mesh (Figure 3 (b) ). Since the problem rests within the (Figure 4 (d) ). The computation time in this mode, which re ects the time spent spinning to acquire a lock (implemented as a test-test&set), remains constant with increasing p. To the application programmer, this indicates that the serial portion of the algorithm is not a bottleneck. To the architect, it indicates that the contention for a lock does not increase with p. On the other hand, the contention in the network is the main problem, implying that the architect should improve the network bandwidth to get maximum rewards. Figure 4 (e) shows the latency overhead and contention overheads for the three network topologies. In IS, since every processor needs to access data from all other processors, and since the data is equally partitioned among the executing processors, the number of accesses to remote locations grows as (p ? 1)=p 40]. For large p, the latency thus converges to a constant explaining the attening of the latency overhead curve. On the mesh network, the contention overhead is a severe problem surpassing the latency overhead at around 18 processors. Table I summarizes the overheads for IS obtained by regression analysis of the datapoints from our simulation. As we mentioned, the algorithmic overhead in parallelizing IS is responsible for a computation time which does not decrease linearly with p (Table I ). Table I shows that the contention overhead is negligible and the latency overhead converges to a constant with a su ciently large p on a fully connected network. Thus for a fully connected network, the performance of IS is expected to closely follow the achievable curve. For the cube and mesh platforms, the contention overhead grows logarithmically and linearly with p, respectively. Therefore, the performance of IS on these two platforms is likely to be worse than for the fully connected network. From the above observations, we can conclude that IS is not expected to scale well for the chosen problem size on larger con gurations of the three hardware platforms. However, if the problem is scaled up, the coe cient associated with the computation time will increase allowing IS to scale better with larger con gurations of these architectures. The algorithmic and interaction overheads for FFT are marginal. Thus the delivered curves for all three platforms, as well as the achievable curve, are close to the linear one as shown in Figure  3 ) with p, and the latency overhead curve re ects this behavior. As a result of skewing the communication among the processors, the contention is negligible on the full and the cube platforms ( Figure 5 (d) ). On the mesh, the contention surpasses the latency overhead at around 28 processors. Table II summarizes the overheads for FFT obtained by regression analysis of the datapoints from our simulation. Of the interaction overheads, the latency component does not play an important role since the number of network accesses incurred by a processor decreases as p is increased for the same problem size. The contention overhead is thus the only artifact that can limit how well FFT can scale with larger architectural con gurations. With skewed communication accesses, the contention overhead has also been minimized and begins to show only on the mesh network where it grows linearly (see Table  II ). Thus we can conclude that FFT scales well for the fully-connected and cube platforms. For the mesh platform, it would take 200 processors before the contention overhead starts dominating for the 64K problem size. With increase in problem size (n), the local computation that performs a radix-2 Butter y is expected to grow as O((n log n)=p) while the communication for a processor is expected to grow as O(n(p ? 1)=p 2 ). Hence, increase in data size increases the computation to communication ratio allowing FFT to scale well on larger instances of all three hardware platforms.
FFT

CG
The algorithmic and interaction overheads for CG are larger than the corresponding overheads for EP, but not as dominant as in IS (Figure 3 (d) ). The NORMAL mode is the only dominant mode of execution as depicted in Figure 6 (a). The communication in the NORMAL mode for data accesses, incurred in calculating a matrix-vector product (the main part of the application), outweighs the overhead in accesses for synchronization variables during the BARRIER and PGM SYNC modes (Figures 6 (b) and (c) ). However, the communication is still insigni cant compared to the overall execution time for the range of processors considered.
The fewer the rows assigned to a processor, the fewer will be the number of elements of the vector that may need to be accessed for the matrix-vector product. Therefore, as p increases, the number of rows of the sparse matrix allocated to a processor decreases, thereby decreasing the likelihood of nonlocal memory references. Hence, the latency overhead decreases with an increase in p. The contention overhead increases from the full to the cube topology and surpasses the latency overhead for the mesh (Figure 6 (d) ) at around 17 processors. The algorithmic overhead for CG is marginal. Of the interaction overheads, the latency overhead decreases with increasing p and the contention overhead is more pronounced. The contention overhead is negligible for the fully-connected network, grows linearly for the cube and the mesh with a larger coe cient for the mesh compared to the cube. CG scales well for the fully-connected network and less so for networks with lower connectivity like the cube and the mesh. Since the NORMAL mode dominates the total execution time, the time spent in the matrix-vector product determines the performance of CG. Scaling the problem size increases the number of non-local memory accesses linearly, while the increase in local computation would be at least linear if not larger. Thus an increase in problem size is likely to make CG scale well for larger instances of all three platforms.
A. Summary
In this section, we have used SPASM to quantify the overheads of speci c application-architecture pairs, and to project the growth of these overheads as a function of the problem size of the application as well as the number of processors in the architecture. Algorithmic overheads such as the parallelization overhead are dominant in limiting the performance of IS and CHOLESKY. SPASM's ability to pinpoint the region of execution where these overheads are incurred provides useful hints to the programmer for application restructuring. For instance, an initial implementation of IS yielded a contention overhead that far exceeds the one shown in Figure 4 (e). SPASM helped narrow down the problem and discover an alternate implementation where the communication accesses between processors were skewed to reduce the overhead to the one shown in Figure 4 (e) .
Isolation of di erent components of the interaction overheads give feedback to the system architect for making architectural enhancements. On the architectural side, this exercise shows that in shared memory machines with private caches, as long as the applications are well-structured to exploit locality, the key determinant to performance is network contention. This observation leads us to the next exercise in which we use SPASM to determine the bandwidth requirements for speci c applicationarchitecture pairs such that the contention is kept within tolerable limits.
VI. Synthesizing Bandwidth Requirements
Latency and contention, that an application experiences, depend on a number of factors including the connectivity, the bandwidth of the links in the network, the switching delays, and the length of the message. Of these factors, link bandwidth and connectivity are the most crucial network parameters 48] . In this section, we synthesize the bandwidth requirements of the chosen applications for the binary hypercube platform as a function of the following system parameters: the number of processors, CPU clock speed, and application problem size. We also discuss how these results can be used to project the requirements for the other two topologies. We conduct experiments over a range of processors (p=4, 8, 16, 32, 64) , CPU clock speeds (s=33, 100, 300 MHz) and link bandwidths (b=1, 20, 100, 200, 600 and 1000 MBytes/sec). In studying the e ect of each parameter, we keep the other two constant. The problem size n of the applications has been varied as 16K, 32K, 64K, 128K and 256K for EP, IS and FFT, 1400 1400 and 5600 5600 for CG, and 1806 1806 for CHOLESKY. We rst summarize here the general observations drawn from the experiments.
One would expect that as the link bandwidth is increased, the e ciency of the system would also increase as shown in Figure 7 . However, we soon reach a point of diminishing returns beyond which increasing the bandwidth does not have a signi cant impact on application performance (the curve attens) since the network overheads are su ciently low at this point. In all our results, we observe such a distinct knee. Note that the e ciency beyond this knee does not necessarily have to be close to 100% owing to algorithmic overheads (no fault of the hardware). These algorithmic overheads may also cause the curves for each con guration of system parameters to atten out at entirely di erent levels in the e ciency spectrum. The bandwidth corresponding to the knee (b 0 ) still represents an ideal point at which we would like to operate since the network overheads beyond this knee are minimal and the network is no longer the bottleneck for any loss of e ciency.
For all the applications, as expected, the knee shifts to the right as the number of processors is increased indicating the need for higher bandwidth. As the number of processors is increased, the network accesses incurred by a processor in the system may increase or decrease depending on the application, but each such access would incur a larger overhead from contending for network resources (due to the larger number of messages in the network as a whole for the chosen applications). Further, the computation performed by a processor is expected to decrease, lowering the computation to communication ratio, thus making the network requirements more stringent. As the CPU clock speed is increased, the computation to communication ratio decreases. In order to sustain the same e ciency, communication has to be sped up to keep pace with the CPU speed thus shifting the knee in Figure 7 to the right uniformly across all applications. An increase in problem size is likely to increase the amount of computation performed by a processor. At the same time, a larger problem may also increase the network accesses incurred by a processor. In EP, FFT, CG, and CHOLESKY the former e ect is more dominant thereby increasing the computation to communication ratio, making the knee move to the left as the problem size is increased. The two counteracting e ects nearly compensate each other in IS showing negligible shift in the knee.
Our objective is to calculate the link bandwidth needed to limit the network overheads to a certain fraction of the overall execution time. This fraction would determine the closeness of the operating point to the knee. For instance, if the network overhead is less than 10% of the overall execution time, then it amounts to saying that we are achieving an e ciency that is within 90% of the ideal e ciency (on a machine with zero network overhead). Ideally, one would like to operate as close to the knee as possible. However, owing to cost or technological constraints, one may be forced to operate at a lower bandwidth and it would be interesting to investigate if it may still be possible to obtain reasonable e ciencies under these constraints. Therefore, we adopt the following methodology. Using the datapoints obtained from the experiments we calculate the bandwidth needed to limit the network overheads to x% of the total execution time. We consider the requirements for x = 10%, 30% and 50% in the following discussion. In cases where the analysis is simple, we use our knowledge of the application and architectural characteristics in extrapolating the performance for larger systems. In cases where such a static analysis is not possible (due to the dynamic nature of the execution), we perform a non-linear regression analysis of the simulation results using a multivariate secant method with a 95% con dence interval in the SAS 46] statistics package. As mentioned earlier, we intentionally omitted one or two data points in tting the regression models, and then con rmed that the resulting model does indeed capture these left out points with a high degree of con dence.
In the following discussion, we quantify the bandwidth requirements of IS, FFT and CG using the above methodology, and subsequently summarize the results from studying all ve applications. Detailed results for the other applications are given in 40]. For each application we present the intrinsic characteristics that impact its communication and computation requirements; quantify the link bandwidth requirements as a function of increasing number of processors (p), CPU clock speed (s), and problem size (n); and project the requirements for a 1024-node system with a problem size appropriate for such a system. The results presented in the following discussions are for a binary hypercube topology. In section VI-A we discuss how these requirements would change for other topologies.
IS
There are two dominant phases in the execution of IS that account for the bulk of the communication 40] . In both these phases, the communication grows with p. Further, the computation performed by a processor decreases with an increase in processors, but the rate is less than linear owing to algorithmic de ciencies in the problem. These factors combine to yield a considerable bandwidth requirement for larger systems (see Table IV ), if we are willing to tolerate less than 10% network overheads. The bandwidth function has been obtained by performing a non-linear regression analysis of the simulation data points for the given system parameter, and the resulting function has been used to calculate the requirements for the 1024 node system. As s is increased, the computation to communication ratio decreases, making the requirements more stringent as shown in Table V . As n is increased, the communication increases linearly. The local computation also increases, but the former e ect is more prominent as is shown in Table VI , where the bandwidth requirements grow moderately with problem size. Using these results, the bandwidth requirements for IS are projected in Table VII for a 1024 node system and a problem size of 2 23 that is representative of a real world problem 38]. This table shows that bandwidth requirements of IS are considerably high. We may at best be able to operate at around 50% network overhead range with 33 MHz processors given that link bandwidth of state-ofthe-art networks is around 200-300 MBytes/sec. With faster processors, the network becomes an even bigger bottleneck for this application.
In projecting the above bandwidth requirements of IS (which performs a bucket sort of a list of integers) with 1024 processors, both the number of buckets as well as the number of list elements to be sorted have been increased for the larger problem. Bucket sort is, however, frequently used in cases where the number of buckets is relatively independent of the number of elements in the list to be sorted. A scaling strategy where the size of the list is increased and the number of buckets is maintained constant would cause no change in communication in the above mentioned phases of IS, while the computation is expected to grow as O(n). Hence, only under such a scaling strategy, would we able to limit the network overheads to within 30-50% for this application with existing technology. ). Thus, these components decrease at comparable rates with an increase in p. As p is increased, the contention encountered by each message in the network is expected to grow. However, due to skewing of the communication accesses 47] the bandwidth requirements of the network grow slowly as is shown in Table VIII . These requirements can be satis ed even for faster processors (see Table IX ). As we mentioned earlier, the computation to communication ratio is proportional to O(log n), and the network requirements are expected to become even less stringent as the problem size is increased. Table X con rms this observation. In projecting the requirements for a 1024-node system, link bandwidths of around 100-150 MBytes/sec would su ce to limit the network overheads to less than 10% of the execution time (see Table XI ). The results shown in the above tables con rm the theoretical results presented in 49] where the authors show that FFT scales well on the hypercube topology and the achievable e ciency is only limited by the ratio of the CPU clock speed and the link bandwidth. 
CG
The main communication in CG occurs in the multiplication of a sparse matrix with a dense vector. Each processor performs this operation for a contiguous set of rows allocated to it. The elements of the vector that are needed by a processor to perform this operation depend on the distribution of non-zero elements in the matrix and may involve external accesses. Once an element is fetched, a processor may reuse it for a non-zero element in another row of the same column. As p is increased, the number of rows allocated to a processor decreases thus decreasing the computation that it performs. Increasing p has a dual impact on communication. Since the number of rows that need to be computed decreases, the probability of external accesses decreases. There is also a decreased probability of reusing a fetched data item for computing another row. These complicated interactions are to a large extent dependent on the input data and are di cult to analyze statically. We use the data sets supplied with the NAS benchmarks 38]. The results from our simulation are given in Table XII . We observe that the e ect of lower local computation, and lesser data reuse has a more signi cant impact in increasing the communication requirements for larger systems. The rate at which the bandwidth requirements increase for higher clock speeds is shown in Table XIII . As n is increased, the local computation increases, and the probability of data re-use also increases. The rate at which these factors impact the requirements depends on the sparsity factor of the matrix. Table XIV shows the requirements for two di erent problem sizes. For the 1400 1400 problem, the sparsity factor is 0.04, while the sparsity factor for the 5600 5600 problem is 0.02. The corresponding factor for the 14000 14000 problem suggested in 38] is 0.1 and we scale down the bandwidth requirements accordingly in Table  XV for a 1024 node system. The results suggest that we may be able to limit the overheads to within 50% of the execution time with existing technology. As the processors get faster than 100 MHz, it would need a considerable amount of bandwidth to limit the overheads to within 30%. With faster processors, and larger system con gurations, one may expect to solve larger problems as well. If we increase the problem size (number of rows of the matrix) linearly with the clock speed of the processor, one can expect the bandwidth requirements to remain constant, and we may be able to limit network overheads to within 30% of execution time even with existing technology. We have quanti ed the link bandwidth requirements of ve applications for the binary hypercube topology as a function of the number of processors, CPU clock speed and problem size 40] . Based on these results we have projected the requirements of large systems built with 1024 processors and CPU clock speeds upto 300 MHz. EP has negligible bandwidth requirements and FFT has moderate requirements that can be easily sustained. The network overheads for IS, CG and CHOLESKY may be maintained at an acceptable level for current day processors, and as the processor speed increases, one may still be able to tolerate these overheads with existing link bandwidth technologies of 200-300 MBytes/sec provided the problem size is increased commensurately.
The results have been presented for the binary hypercube network topology. The cube represents a highly scalable network where the bisection bandwidth grows linearly with the number of processors. Even though cubes of 1024 nodes have been built 2], cost and technology factors often play an important role in its physical realization. Agarwal 11] and Dally 12] show that wire delays (due to increased wire lengths associated with planar layouts) of higher dimensional networks make low dimensional networks more viable. The 2-dimensional 50] and 3-dimensional 51], 52] toroids are common topologies used in current day networks, and it would be interesting to project link bandwidth requirements for these topologies.
A metric that is often used to compare di erent networks is the bisection bandwidth available per processor. On a k-ary n-cube, the bisection bandwidth available per processor is inversely proportional to the radix k of the network. One may use a simple rule of thumb of maintaining per processor bisection bandwidth constant in projecting requirements for lower connectivity networks. This argument is very similar to the rationale behind the g parameter of LogP 47] which models network contention. For example, considering a 1024-node system, the link bandwidth requirement for a 32-ary 2-cube would be 16 times the 2-ary 10-cube bandwidth; similarly the requirement for a 3-D network would be around 5 times the 10-D network. However, such a projection becomes pessimistic since it assumes that the communication in an application is devoid of any network locality and that each message crosses the bisection. With a little knowledge about the communication behavior of applications, one may be able to reduce the degree of pessimism. In both FFT and IS, every processor communicates with all other processors, and thus only 50% of the messages cross the bisection. Similarly, instrumentation in our simulation showed that only around 50% of the messages in CG and CHOLESKY traverse the bisection. To reduce the degree of pessimism in these projections, one may thus introduce a correction factor of 0.5 that can be multiplied with the above-mentioned factors of 16 and 5 in projecting the bandwidths for 2-D and 3-D networks respectively. EP would still need negligible bandwidth and we can still limit network overheads of FFT to around 30% on these networks with existing technology. The problem sizes for IS, CG and CHOLESKY would have to grow by a factor of 8 compared to their hypercube counterparts if we are to sustain the corresponding e ciency on a 2-D network with current technology. Despite the correction factor, these projections are still expected to be pessimistic since the temporal aspect of communication is ignored. The projection assumes that every message in the system traverses the bisection at the same time. If the message pattern is temporally skewed, then a lower link bandwidth may su ce for a given network overhead. It is almost impossible to determine these skews statically, especially for applications like CG and CHOLESKY where the communication pattern is dynamic. It is necessary to conduct a detailed simulation for these network topologies to con rm these projections, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. Using the outlined technique, it would thus be possible for an architect to synthesize the bandwidth requirements of an application as a function of system parameters. For instance, given a set of applications, the system size (number of processors) and the CPU speed, an architect may use this technique to calculate the bandwidth that needs to be supported in hardware. In cases where cost/technological problems prohibit supporting this bandwidth, the architect may use the results to nd out the e ciency that would result from a lower hardware bandwidth or the factor by which the problem size needs to be scaled to maintain good e ciency. The results may also be used to quantify the rate at which the network (which is often custom-built) capabilities have to be enhanced in order to accommodate the rapidly improving o -the-shelf components used in realizing the processing nodes.
VII. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Evaluating and analyzing the performance of an application on an architectural platform has widespread applicability in parallel systems research. However, conducting such a study is hard because of the complex interaction between application characteristics and architectural features. In this paper, we considered ve applications on three architectural platforms. We quanti ed the algorithmic and network overheads for these combinations of application-architecture pairs. The key result of this part of the study revealed that network contention is a dominant impediment to performance for these combinations. Armed with this knowledge, we synthesized the bandwidth requirements for these application on the binary hypercube network topology as a function of various system parameters. We also projected the bandwidth requirements for other topologies from these results. We showed that a link bandwidth of 200-300 MBytes/sec, available with current network technologies is su cient in most situations. Wherever this does not su ce, we have quanti ed the rate at which application problem sizes must be scaled up to keep network overheads within a tolerable factor.
We also presented the design and implementation of an execution-driven simulator called SPASM, which was used in this study. SPASM is unique in that it provides a separation of all the parallel system overheads, a feature that is crucial in understanding the complex interaction between applications and architectures.
As we mentioned in Section III, execution-driven simulation of large parallel systems with real applications may become impractical because of the tremendous computational and storage resources that is needed. In such cases, experimentation (measurement) on the actual system or analytical modeling techniques are more useful. However, these techniques have their own limitations as discussed in Section III. We are investigating an integrated evaluation strategy that combines the strengths of all three techniques.
